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W H I T E  P A P E R

Wi-Fi and LTE Coexistence  
Validation Methods

Clash of the Titans: Cellular + Wi-Fi
As we approach 2020, wireless technologies are dominating communications, and 

the interaction between cellular and Wi-Fi is becoming more complex. 

First, to address customer’s growing bandwidth needs, new and complex 

technologies like LTE Unlicensed (LTE-U), licensed-assisted access (LAA), and 

MulteFire are enabling the evolution of long term evolution (LTE) into unlicensed 

bands. They also open new business opportunities for companies unable to 

secure licensed spectrum in the past.

Second, Wi-Fi 802.11ax is the next major Wi-Fi standard, aiming for 4x 

throughput improvement of the average station in a dense scenario. It introduces 

the new “color” features that are designed to improve operation under interfering 

Wi-Fi networks. 

Finally, new wireless spectrum availability in 3.5GHz CBRS, extended 5GHz, and 

sub-1GHz is driving discussions on technology interaction.

LTE-U, LAA, and MulteFire standards all bring LTE transmissions that will interfere 

with existing Wi-Fi networks in the unlicensed bands. Defined by the LTE-U Forum 

based on 3GPP release 13, LTE-U uses a primary carrier in licensed spectrum 
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with a secondary downlink aggregated carrier in the unlicensed 5GHz band. After 

selecting the cleanest channel, LTE-U uses carrier sensing adaptive transmission  

(CSAT) altering an on/off transmission duty cycle to mediate with Wi-Fi. LAA is 

standardized through 3GPP starting in release 13. It uses listen before talk (LBT) that, 

similar to Wi-Fi traffic, does a clear channel assessment (CCA). MulteFire defined by 

the MulteFire Alliance, extends LTE-U/LAA so LTE transmissions are wholly on the 

Unlicensed spectrum.

Equipment and chip-set makers, network operators, and enterprises implementing 

these new technologies need to know what impact they will have on existing Wi-Fi 

networks. The ability to validate conformance, performance, and Wi-Fi functionality 

under realistic conditions is a critical aspect to any successful deployment. To do this, 

you need a consistent Wi-Fi environment that can be assessed in the lab. But setting up 

that Wi-Fi network baseline using real equipment is very challenging, due to:

• Unstable operation at power levels lower than -40dBm

• Achieving accurate Wi-Fi medium utilization and expected fairness between 
networks is difficult

• Inter-AP adjacent channel interference causes APs to back-off and change channel, 
resulting in unreliable medium utilization

• Very limited Wi-Fi logging and metrics make it difficult to understand the impact of 
interfering networks

• Generic challenges using real equipment, including difficulties automating, 
controlling, and loading the environment 

Selecting the Right Tool to Validate the Complexities of Wi-Fi
To validate and test the impact of new technologies on Wi-Fi networks, organizations 

need an automated, repeatable multi-network Wi-Fi baseline environment—one where 

the impact of interfering networks can be measured and analyzed. Your Wi-Fi test 

infrastructure should include real-world simulation of access points (APs) and clients, 

and tools to validate interoperability.

In addition to performance and functional validation, testing must address coexistence, 

so your test solution checklist should include: 

• Automated, repeatable, Wi-Fi multi-network baseline

• Easy and comprehensive Wi-Fi client and AP configuration

• Coverage of WFA LTE-U test standard

• Controllable and stable low-power operation down to -82dBm

• Precisely defined medium utilization up to 100%, exhibiting fair sharing

• Constant and varying, downlink and uplink, real-time voice and video, best-effort 
and background traffic

Your Wi-Fi test  
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• Key metrics—utilization, throughput, latency, jitter, connect times

• Detailed traces and logs of Wi-Fi behavior

• Wide range of RF conditions in-cable

• Added Bluetooth, Microwave, and other interference options

As mentioned, new technologies like LTE-U, LAA, MulteFire, and LWA are being 

introduced to evolve LTE into unlicensed bands. Below are example configurations for 

testing the coexistence capability of an LTE eNodeB or a Wi-Fi AP. Note the need for 

both LTE client and EPC simulation that allows the full wrap-around and isolation  

testing of an LTE eNodeB.      
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When running on the unlicensed bands where existing Wi-Fi networks operate, 

coexistence questions around the device or system under test include, Does it:

• Choose the unoccupied channel?

• Choose the least occupied channel when all are occupied?

• Negatively impact Wi-Fi client signaling, including connection times?

• Negatively impact Wi-Fi traffic throughput, delay, jitter, lost packets?

• Occupy the medium fairly vs. Wi-Fi?

• Change its load based on changing Wi-Fi network load? 

Example Wi-Fi Coexistence Test Scenario
The Wi-Fi Alliance Coexistence Test Plan section 4, measures LTE-U impact on 

latency-sensitive VoIP traffic. In the diagram below, the impact of an additional Wi-Fi 

network (Procedure A) is compared with the LTE-U network (Procedure B). Pass 

criteria is determined from the One-Way Delay, Jitter, and Lost Packet measurements 

of VoIP traffic. Tests are run at different power levels down to -82dBm. Ixia fully 

supports conformance to all tests in the LTE-U Coexistence Test Plan for LTE-U 

eNodeB and networks. 
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Validating the Bleeding-Edge Means Better Business Outcomes
LTE-U testing is already underway. But companies trying to create a Wi-Fi baseline 

have found it extremely challenging using real equipment and are investing significant 

time. Fundamental to validating the coexisting technology is a consistent, understood, 

configurable Wi-Fi test environment.

Fairness

… if the impact of the 
system on Wi-Fi users in 
the channel is no worse 
than the impact that 
would result from an 
additional Wi-Fi network 
introduced into the chan-
nel supporting the same 
traffic load as the system

— Wi-Fi Alliance 
Coexistence Guidelines 
for LTE in Unlicensed 
Spectrum Studies v2.0
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services, 

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:       

www.keysight.com/find/contactus

It’s critical to address testing early in any development process. Issues found at 

later stage of development/deployment can cost tenfold. Having a reliable testing 

environment that can be used early in the development and quality assurance cycle 

is vital. With the right Wi-Fi test solution, companies are able to bring and leverage 

these new technologies to the market quicker and more efficiently.

Ixia Leads the Way in Wi-Fi Testing
Ixia’s IxVeriWave is the industry’s gold-standard in Wi-Fi testing. Used by all 

major Wi-Fi chipset, NEMs, and operators, it provides extensive testing of Wi-Fi 

infrastructure that includes APs and clients and all the tools necessary to validate 

interoperability, conformance, performance, and functionality: 

• Understand the impact of new technologies on existing Wi-Fi networks

• Validate Cellular LTE-U, LAA, MulteFire, LWA technologies with Wi-Fi Coexistence

• Assess Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi Coexistence

• Limit need and costs associated with real devices and their management using 
a powerful test bed

• Simplify testing with automated, repeatable, Wi-Fi multi-network baseline 

• Certify for Wi-Fi Alliance LTE-U Wi-Fi Coexistence

• Reduce debugging with key metrics, detailed traces and logs of Wi-Fi behavior

• Confirm new releases and firmware against automated regression

For more information please see https://www.ixiacom.com/products/ixveriwave and 

https://www.ixiacom.com/products/ixload-wireless

With the right Wi-Fi test 
solution, companies are 
able to bring and leverage 
these new technologies 
to the market quicker and 
more efficiently.


